Rhauderfehn - Wind power
English

Definition

conversion

conversion (from something)
(into/to something) the act or
process of changing
something from one form,
use or system to another

Umwandlung

electric

connected with electricity;
using, produced by or
producing electricity

elektrisch

energy

a source of power, such as
fuel, used for driving
machines, providing heat,
etc.

Energie

engine

the part of a vehicle that
produces power to make the
vehicle move

Motor

formula

a series of letters, numbers
or symbols that represent a
rule or law or a particular
method of doing or achieving
something

Formel

foundation

a layer of bricks, concrete,
etc. that forms the solid
underground base of a
building

Fundament

gear

machinery in a vehicle that
turns engine power (or
power on a bicycle) into
movement forwards or
backwards

Getriebe

to keep records

to write something down so

ein Protokoll
erstellen …

that it can be looked at and

Romanian

German

used in the future
kinetic energy

energy of or produced by
movement
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Bewegungsenergie

Danish

loss

the state of no longer having

Verlust

something or as much of
something; the process that
leads to this
onshore

on the land rather than at
sea

an Land

offshore

in the sea, not far from the
land

auf See

power generator

a machine for producing
electricity

Stromgenerator

power connection

a point, especially in an

Netzanschluss,
Verbindung

electrical system, where two
parts connect
rotatable

being able to move or turn
around a central fixed point;
to make something do this

drehbar

to rotate

to move or turn around a
central fixed point; to make
something do this

rotieren

rotor blade

one of the flat parts that turn
around in an engine or on a
helicopter

Rotorblatt

turbine

a machine or an engine that
receives its power from a
wheel that is turned by the
pressure of water, air or gas

Turbine

windmill murmur

The noise a rotating windmill
makes

Windmühlengeräusche

wind direction

the direction from which the
wind originates

Windrichtung

Zărnesti – Topography of the Carpathians
English

Definition

agriculture

the science or practice of
farming
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Romanian

German
Landwirtschaft

Danish

compare

to examine people or things
to see how they are similar
and how they are different

vergleichen

cover

to lie or spread over the
surface of something

bedecken

describe

to say what
somebody/something is like

beschreiben

development

the process in which
someone or something
grows or changes and
becomes more advanced

Entwicklung

erosion

the process by which the
surface of something is
gradually destroyed through
the action of wind, rain, etc.

Erosion

fossil

the remains of an animal or
a plant which have become
hard and turned into rock

Fossil

interchanging

the act of sharing or
exchanging something,
especially ideas or
information

austauschend

landscape

everything you can see
when you look across a
large area of land, especially
in the country

Landschaft

levelling

having no part higher than
another

Einebnung

lifting

to raise
somebody/something or be
raised to a higher position or
level

Hebung

limestone

a type of white stone that
contains calcium, used in
building and in making
cement

Kalkstein

locate

to find the exact position of
somebody/something

lokalisieren,
auffinden

mining

the process of getting coal

Bergbau
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and other minerals from
under the ground; the
industry involved in this
mountain range

a series of mountains or hills
ranged in a line and
connected by high ground

Gebirgszug

sedimentation

the process of depositing
sediment

Sedimentation,
Ablagerung

slate

a type of dark grey stone
that splits easily into thin flat
layers

Schiefer

tectonic plates

large sheets of rock (called
plates) that form the earth’s
surface

tektonische
Platten

topography

the physical features of an
area of land, especially the
position of its rivers,
mountains, etc.; the study of
these features

Topografie

volcanic

caused or produced by a
volcano

vulkanisch

Zwickau – Applying for a job
English

Definition

address

details of where somebody
lives or works and where
letters, etc. can be sent

Adresse

telephone

Here: telephone number. the
number of a particular
telephone, that you use
when you make a call to it

Telefonnummer

date of birth

the time when a baby is born

Geburtsdatum

marital status

(used especially on official
forms) the fact of whether
you are single, married, etc.

Familienstand

single

only one

ledig
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Romanian

German

Danish

married

having a husband or wife

verheiratetc

divorced

no longer married

geschieden

widowed

used to describe somebody

verwitwet

whose husband or wife has
died and who has not
married again
work experience

the work or jobs that you
have done in your life so far

Arbeitserfahrun
gen /
Beruflicher
Werdegang

employer

a person or company that

Arbeitgeber

pays people to work for them
qualification

an exam that you have
passed or a course of study
that you have successfully
completed

Abschluss

education

a process of teaching,
training and learning,
especially in schools or
colleges, to improve
knowledge and develop
skills

Schulischer
Werdegang

training

the process of learning the
skills that you need to do a
job

Ausbildung

further training

additional learning of skills

berufliche
Weiterbildung

that you need to do a job
internship

a period of time during which
a student or new graduate
gets practical experience in
a job, for example during the
summer holiday/vacation

Praktikum

personal skills

the ability of a person to do
something well

Weitere
Kenntnisse

participated in ...

to take part in or become
involved in an activity

Ich nahm teil an
...
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Assisted in

to help somebody to do
something

Ich assistierte
bei ...

worked as ...

to do something that
involves physical or mental
effort, especially as part of a
job

Ich arbeitete als
...

represented the
company at ...

to be a member of a group
of people and act or speak
on their behalf at an event, a
meeting, etc.

Ich vertrat das
Unternehmen
bei ...

Augustenborg - Ecotourism
English

Definition

accomodation

a place to live, work or stay
in

Unterkunft

activity

a thing that you do for
interest or pleasure, or in
order to achieve a particular
aim

Aktivität

basic

providing the base or
starting point from which
something can develop; it
also means simple or
without complication

grundlegend

benefit

to receive or give a helpful or
good effect

Vorteil, Nutzen,
Gewinn

energy balance

use of energy sources within
an economic zone

Energiebilanz

fair price

A price which is reasonable
and is what you expect or
deserve

gerechter Preis

flexible

means able to change or be
changed easily according to
the situation.

flexibel

footprints

the marks made by a
person's or animal's feet

Fußspuren

handicrafts

skilled activities in which
things are made in a

Kunsthandwerk
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Romanian

German

Danish

traditional way with the
hands rather than being
produced by machines in a
factory or the objects made
by such activities
natural resources

materials such as coal and
wood which exist or are
produced in nature and can
be used by people

natürliche
Ressourcen,
Bodenschätze

nature protection

the act of protecting

Naturschutz

nature
nature reserve

area of land which is
protected in order to keep
safe the animals and plants
that live there, often because
they are rare

Naturschutzgebi
et

restaurant chain

A group of establishments
which belong to a single
company, have the same
appearance and sell similar
food.

Restaurantkette

souvenirs

things you buy, give or
receive to help you
remember a visit or an
event.

Mitbringsel

supply

the things such as food,
medicines, fuel, etc. that are
needed by a group of
people, for example an army
or expedition

Versorgung,
Proviant

sustainable

used to refer to a way of
using natural products so
that no damage is caused to
the environment.

nachhaltig

warden

a person whose job is to
take care of a wildlife park
and make certain that
members of the public obey
particular rules

Aufseher,
Wächter

water sprinklers

devices used to direct water
in order to water plants,

Berieselungsanlagen
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grass, etc.
wildlife

animals and plants that grow
independently of people,
usually in natural conditions.

Wild lebende
Tiere und wild
wachsende
Pflanzen

Wien - Impacts of tourism
English

Definition

(to) attract tourists

to make
somebody/something come
somewhere or take part in
something

Touristen
anziehen

(to) commercialise

to use something to try to
make a profit, especially in a
way that other people do not
approve of

kommerzialisier
en

(to) earn money

to get money for work that
you do

Geld verdienen

(to) erode

to gradually destroy the
surface of something
through the action of wind,
rain, etc.; to be gradually
destroyed in this way

Erodieren,
beschädigen,
aushöhlen

(to) foster

to encourage something to
develop

fördern,
unterstützen,
begünstigen

(to) intensify

to increase in degree or
strength; to make something
increase in degree or
strength

intensivieren,
verstärken

to keep a particular quality,
feature, etc.; to make sure
that something is kept

bewahren,
erhalten

(to) spoil

to change something good
into something bad,
unpleasant, useless, etc.

ruinieren,
verderben

(to) suffer from

to experience something
unpleasant, such as injury,
defeat or loss

leiden an / unter

(to) preserve
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Romanian

German

Danish

amenity

a feature that makes a place
pleasant, comfortable or
easy to live in

Einrichtung

crafts

an activity involving a special
skill at making things with
your hands

Handwerke

crime rate

A measure of the number of
crimes recorded in a
particular area, over a given
period of time, etc.

Kriminalitätsrate

custom

an accepted way of
behaving or of doing things
in a society or a community

Brauch

deforestation

the act of cutting down or
burning the trees in an area

Abholzung

diverse

very different from each
other and of various kinds

vielfältig

ecological

connected with the relation
of plants and living creatures
to each other and to their
environment

ökologisch

effort

the physical or mental
energy that you need to do
something; something that
takes a lot of energy

Anstrengung

employment

work, especially when it is
done to earn money; the
state of being employed

Beschäftigung

environment

the conditions that affect the
behaviour and development
of somebody/something; the
physical conditions that
somebody/something exists
in

Umwelt

facility

buildings, services,
equipment, etc. that are
provided for a particular
purpose

Einrichtung,
Anlage
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